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 本广电综合运营支撑系统主要采用 C/S 模式进行开发，其前端主开发语言为
Java，可扩展性强。其服务器后台主要由 Apache 套件配合 MySQL 数据库搭建






















 With the development of science and technology, computers became an 
indispensable tool for mankind, and playing an important role in the way people live, 
learn, work and so on. With the continuous development of network technology, and 
communication technology, the company of Radio Film and Television Network 
provide people with more and more diversified service. In addition to traditional 
analogue television services, they also develop a range of other value-added services 
such as digital television, which lead us a more and more wonderful life, and expand 
the business scope of the company at the same times. 
 However, the present company's business operation support systems separate 
from each other, and its business always take a long period. The proposed 
broadcasting operations support systems (Operation Support System, OSS) is aimed 
at improving the efficiency of radio and television system and make the management 
of operation of the broadcasting more automated and scientific. The requirement of 
function of our design is to implement a comprehensive, integrated and cross-platform 
system. And for the system’s performance, it is important for us to emphasize the 
system robustness, availability, ease of use, security, and scalability. 
 The development of the radio and television comprehensive operations support 
system follows the C/S model. Its foreground mainly developed by Java, which 
greatly improving the experience of human-computer interaction. Server background 
of this system is mainly composed of Apache packages and MySQL database, 
developed with PHP and managed by the phpMyadmin tools. The choice of these 
technologies makes the background stable and safe. During the system design and 
implementation, we take fully consideration with the cross-platform, common 
functional integration and the ease of use, which plays an important role to improve 
the efficiency of the broadcasting system. 
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就目前而言，有以下几个因素可以促进 BOSS 系统积极发展[4]： 
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